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Abstract
Data Mining enables important knowledge to be extracted from the data. This has made data mining an important and useful
emerging trend It may further be possible that data is distributed among various parties. This raises the issue of privacy. There are
many data mining techniques. Association rule mining is one data mining technique and is receiving much attention from the
researchers so as to enable them to find existing correlations between data items. In a distributed environment it may be important
to find global association rules. The global rules has to be calculated securely without disclosing the individual information of one
party to other parties. This paper uses secure association rule mining over horizontally and vertically distributed data. Further, the
global rules calculated may be sensitive to some individual parties and there arises the need for association rule hiding. A method
of concept hierarchy is used to hide the sensitive association rules.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction
Data mining is widely used in many applications. But apart from the advantages it provides it is also viewed as a
threat to privacy. Privacy of data is a very important feature that every information system must satisfy. When an
individual or group is able to hide information about themselves and reveal themselves the way they want is termed
as privacy.
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The entire data may be located at a single location or distributed at various sites referred to as centralized or
distributed respectively. In a distributed environment, multiple logically interrelated data are distributed among various
sites.The distribution of data may be horizontal, vertical or hybrid. In horizontal partitioning each site contains a subset
of records of the original elation R. In vertical partitioning,each site contains only a subset of the attributes of a relation
R. As the data is distributes each site user can access its portion of the data without each intervention of other site
users. This paper addresses association rule hiding in the distributed environment(horizontal and vertical), while at the
same time sharing discovered global non-sensitive rules to many legitimate users.
Agrawal3 introduced association rule mining. Global association rules can be found without disclosing any
sensitive information .We can calculate the global confidence of an association rule ABC by knowing the local
support of AB and ABC, and the size of each database. The individual transactions need not be shared. The Apriori
algorithm on a single site can be extended to distributed sites. If a rule has support> k% globally, it must have support
> k% on at least one of the individual sites. Using this the global rule can be found, but the individual parties must
reveal which rule it supports. At the same time it must be ensured that the individual site data privacy must be
preserved. It should be guaranteed that nothing more than the global rules should be revealed.
Using the techniques of AprioriT-tree for vertical partitioning and homomorphic encryption for horizontal
partitioning, each of the individual sites will get a list of data items that are globally frequent. Using these globally
frequent item sets the global rules can be generated. But still the global rules may reveal some sensitive information
when disclosed in public. In this case each of the site has a sensitivity level for each data item. Each site also has a
concept hierarchy maintained for the data items. Using the sensitivity level and the concept hierarchy, now each
individual site will publish the global rules that hide the sensitive items for the individual sites.
2. Literature Review and Related Work
Much of the research work has already been done in privacy preserving data mining. Techniques such a
randomization, data distortion, data perturbation has been used. Many algorithms are been introduced for association
rule hiding. Previous work for association rule hiding involves either decreasing the support if LHS or increasing
the support of RHS. Both these require the actual data to be modified. This turns out to be a major drawback of such
techniques.
In one such work proposed by the author Verikios12, the sensitive information is hidden by perturbing the
values. In association rule mining the rules are revealed because they are strong, that is, the support and confidence
of the revealed rule is more than the threshold given. Thus, the sensitive rules are hidden by decreasing the support
or the confidence of the sensitive revealed rules. By doing so the sensitive rules will no longer be strong and the
rules will not be revealed. In other words they will be hidden. But reducing the support or the confidence requires
the transaction data to be altered by adding or deleting spurious data.
Another similar work by Shyueliang-Wang13 also requires modification to the transaction database and
achieves rule hiding by increasing the support if the sensitive item is on the LHS and decreasing the support if
the sensitive item is on the right hand side.
Both of the above techniques are used for centrally located data. As mentioned before data can be
distributed (horizontally, vertically, hybrid). Preserving privacy among the collaborating parties is a growing
concern. In the research provided by Cheung2,an algorithm is provided to find the global association rules among
the participating parties. But the drawback of this algorithm was that each of the party need to share or exchange the
local support countof the large candidate itemsets. This can be viewed as a danger to the privacy of individual party
dataset.
A refinement to this work was provided by Kantarcioglu and Clifton1 wherein the same algorithm was used
until finding the locally frequent itemsets. But the next step where each of the parties shared the local count of the
data item with each other was replaced by secure sharing of the local count. In this approach none of the parties get a
knowledge of the local count of any data item on any other site. All it get to know is whether a locally strong data
item globally frequent or not.
In the work provided by1 it is required that each of the party themselves calculate the global count. In another
work for distributed association rule mining on horizontally partitioned data, the parties want to be relieved of finding
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the global count10. One of the collaborating parties designated as a controller does this job for all the other parties.
Here comes the concept of homomorphic encryption. The details of this algorithm follow in the further sections.
Many partitioning strategies are provided for distributed association rule mining are provided by Frans
Coenen and Paul Leng9. One such algorithm discussed in this paper is for vertical partitioning of the dataset among
the collaborating parties. Apriori-T-Tree is constructed for finding the global support count of the data items. The
details of this algorithm are provided in the following sections.
3. Association rule hiding on horizontally and vertically partitioned data.
Let the number of sites be >=3. Each site has a private transaction database DBi. We are given support
threshold and confidence c as input. The goal is to discover all association rules satisfying the thresholds. It should be
taken care that whatever the disclosure should be limited: None of the site should be able to learn contents of a
transaction at any other site.
If the data is vertically the Distributed Apriori T-tree Algorithm with Vertical Partitioning (DATA-VP), can
be used. The set of attributes are divided equally between the available processes. These processes counts the support
for all those sets in the subtrees rooted at its partition. Section 3A discusses the algorithm for vertically distributed
databases.
If the data is horizontally partitioned and the collaborating parties wants to find the global association rules
.The parties do not want to reveal their private association rules. Further   the parties wants to be relieved of calculating
the association rules.Section 3B presents algorithm for hiding association rules for collaborating parties using
homomorphic encryption.
On finding the global count of the locally frequent itemsets, each site may now decide whether to publish the
global rules on their site depending on the sensitivity of the globally frequent itemsets on their site. For this each site
maintains aasensitivity level for each sensitive item and a concept hierarchy to hide the sensitive data.
A. Algorithm to hide association rules on vertically partitioned data.
There are more than 3 sites and one of the site is destined as the controller and the others are the clients.
Step 1.Initiate the process by starting the controller and the participating number of clients
Step 2.Controller takes the responsibility of determining the vertical partitioning according to the total number of
available clients and sends this information (the attribute list and the total transactions) to all the clients.
Step 3.With this information, each client then generates a T-tree for its given partition.
Step 4.Once all the sites have generated their individual T-tree, each of the site then transmits its T-tree to the
controller. All the T-trees are then merged into an overall T-tree by the controller by taking the joins.
To start generating the T-tree each site begins with large-1 itemset included in its partition. All the
unsupported 1-itemsets are eliminated in the pre-start phase. From this partition of large -1 itemset, the site will now
generate candidate-2 itemsets that belong to its portion of the partition. This set is formed from one attribute of the
partition joined with lexicographically preceding attribute. The candidate 2-itemsets are now checked to see if they
are large-2 itemsets using the support threshold so that the unsupported candidate-2 itemsets are pruned leaving only
large-2 itemsets.
This process continues until no large-k itemsets are found generating the Apriori-T tree.
Simple example
Table 1 gives a trivial dataset. Assuming 3 processes we can have three dataset partitions as shown in Table
2. Figure 1 shows the resulting T-tree for the obtained vertical partitioning.
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Table 1. Original Dataset Table 2. Dataset partitioned among 3 sites
Figure 1: Distributed T-tree representing the dataset and vertical partitioning.
Vertical partitioning for a single site can be extended to multiple parties. The collaborating parties want to
find the globally large itemsets and the association rules. The association rules for each site may contain the sensitive
data and hence the sensitive rules. The sensitive rules are not to be shown to all the sites and made public. But each
site cannot find at its end the association rules. The controller does this job for all the sites together.
As a first step the individual sites must let the controller know the dataset on which the association rules are
to be found out.The controller now fragments the dataset vertically. It divides the total number of attributes among
the participating sites.Each site then has the set of attributes and the support threshold so that it can find the large
itemsets. All the sites compute this set and send it to the controller. The controller has a list of all globally large-k
itemsets,so that it is able to generate the rules.
The controller is also responsible to use the concept hierarchy and the sensitivity of the items to hide the
sensitive rules.
B. Algorithm To Provide Privacy-Preserving Collaborative Association Rule Mining.
Consider more than 3 sites and as before one of the site acts as controller and the other sites acts as clients. Each
of the collaborating parties want to find the global association rules and then hide the sensitive rules. At the same time
the parties want to be relieved of the burden of performing any computation themselves.
In this algorithm the controller takes the responsibility of doing all the computation for all the sites. But none of
the sites are willing to reveal the actual data to the controller. Here is where we use the concept of homomorphic
Dataset
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encryption. Each of the collaborating parties send their encrypted dataset to the controller. The controller performs
the computation on the encrypted data and sends the encrypted result to the individual sites. The individual sites then
decrypt the result to find the computed result.
We use an example to illustrate how to compute globalamong two parties. Two parties construct vectors Ck1
and Ck2 for their own attributes respectively. To obtain c.count, they need to compute
		



whereN is the total number of values in each vector.
Table 3. Sample dataset for two parties
For instance, if the vectors are as depicted in above figure, then
		


A secure protocol and algorithm is provided by Justin and Chang to find the global association rule using
homomorphic encryption. The summarized algorithm is as follows :
1. Parties P1, P2, · · · , and Pn
−1 perform the following:
a) The collaborating parties generates a cryptographic key pair(d ,e ) of a homomorphic encryption
scheme . A number X is also generated (X>N)N is total number of values in each vector.
b) P1 generates a set of random nos. R11, R12,….., R1N and sends e(A11+R11*X),….,(A1N+R1N*X) to
party PN;P2….PN-1 also sends their similarly encrypted data to party Pn.
c) Parties P1, P2, · ·· , and Pn
−1 perform the following:
2. Party Pn performs the following
a) Pn computes the following for i = 1to N
                   
b) Pn permutes E1,E2….En And obtains permuted sequence D1…DN.
c) Pn distributes D1,D2…DN among n-1 parties by dividing into into n-1 parts
d) Pn sends the n-1 parts to P1, P2... and Pn-1 parties.
3. Party P1,P2…Pn-1 decryptsthe encrypted terms received from Pn,then modulo X.
4. Party P1,P2…Pn-1 sends their decrypted count to party Pn.
5. Pn add all the counts to get the count of item A.This way Pn has the count of all data items.
6. Pn compares the count of all data items with the support threshold to find if it is large.Once all    large-1 itemset
are known it finds the candidate 2-itemset
Party 1 Party 2
1 1
0 1
1 1
1 1
1 0
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7. It sends ,all large-2 itemset to all parties P1,P2,…Pn-1,Each party form a vector of the large-2 item set and iterates
through the above steps until Party Pn does not build any candidate k-itemset.
The controller Party Pn now has a list of all frequent k-itemset,It forms the rules and finds the confidence of each rule
to see if they are strong.Then it uses the sensitivity to hide the rules using concept hierarchy.
4. Implementation
The above algorithm was tested and implemented using java and the results were obtained. The dataset used is a
supermarket database. MySQL is used as backend to maintain the supermarket database.The database is horizontally
fragmented and distributed among the participating parties. Each party runs the algorithm to find the count of each
item and then finds the locally large items based on the support threshold provided locally. These locally large items
to be checked if supported globally.
A concept hierarchy is built on this database and a set of sensitive items provided as input to each party.
Based on this data each party performs communication with all the other parties to check if the locally large frequent
itemsets are globally frequent. Once the globally frequent itemsets are known at each site, the rules are generated
locally .Each site now refers to the sensitive item list and the concept hierarchy to hide the rules revealing sensitive
items (by giving a generalized name to the sensitive item according to the sensitive level in the hierarchy).
5. Results and comparison
With reference to the work published by14,which also discusses secure association rule mining on horizontally
partitioned data using cryptography, This section provides comparison of the three techniques. The three techniques
using cryptography, Apriori T-Tree and homomorphic encryption are labeled as SM1,SM2,SM3 respectively.
The main parameters of comparison are the time taken for data transfer and the amount of network bytes transfer.
The following two snapshots give a comparison of the three techniques.
Figure 2:Comparison of the three modules on parameters time and byte transfer
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The following table gives a comparison of the three modules on the parameters such as time,network transfer in bytes,
security, communication overhead, etc.
Table 4 : Comparison between the three techniques.
Points PPARH using secure sum
method on horizontally
partitioned data
PPARH on vertically
partitioned data
PPARH using
homomorphic
encryption
Time taken on same
dataset
204  seconds 33  seconds 547 seconds
Network datatransfer in
bytes
13623 bytes 199655 bytes 917011 bytes
Security among multi
party
More Less Moderate
Contribution of
participating parties
Parties fully responsible for
finding the globally large
itemsets and generating the
rules
Parties responsible for
finding the large itemsets
for its portion of the
attributes
Individual parties
responsible for just
encrypting the data
and sending it to the
controller, the
controller generates
the large itemsets and
generating the rules.
Computational overhead More Less More
Data Integrity Data is intact Data can be tampered Data is intact
Secrecy and privacy Privacy maintained Data not kept private Privacy maintained
Eves dropping Not possible Possible Not possible
Spoofing Not possible Possible Not possible
Input privacy No No Yes
Output privacy Yes Yes Yes
6. Conclusion and Future Work
We have implemented procedures to mine distributed association rules on horizontally and vertically
partitioned data. Further, we have hidden the generated association rules using the sensitivity of the items based on
the concept hierarchy build for the data.We have used the Apriori algorithm which tends to be slow with very large
datasets. In future we can improve the performance using FP-tree algorithm.
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